This revision of Map and Chart Series 9 reflects the completion of the initial phase of the efforts to index all wells as part of the Kentucky Geological Survey's ongoing geologic and geohydrologic study. Data gathered for these wells will eventually be made available for download via the Internet.

This revision of Map and Chart Series 9 is available at the Kentucky Geological Survey's website. The service and cross-referenced wells are shown in red. Wells listed in support of geohydrologic studies are not shown on the map or database. The service and cross-referenced wells are shown in various colors. Wells listed in support of geohydrologic studies are shown in yellow, blue, and green. Wells listed in support of geohydrologic studies are shown in orange, red, and purple.

This map is intended to provide a general overview of the geologic and geohydrologic characteristics of the area. It is not intended to be a detailed geologic map. The map is not to scale and should not be used for detailed geologic or geohydrologic studies.
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This map is based on a comprehensive database of geologic and geohydrologic information. This database is maintained by the Kentucky Geological Survey and is available for download via the Internet. The database includes information on geologic and geohydrologic features, such as faults, rock units, and water wells.
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